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Abstract
A necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix to have pseudomatroid property is presen-
ted. Pseudosymmetric matrices, which possess pseudomatroid property, are introduced as a
generalization of quasisymmetric matrices considered by A. Bouchet, A. Duchamp [Linear
Algebra and Appl. 146 (1991) 67–78]. Principal unimodularity and perfect balancedness of
these matrices are investigated. A result on nonbinary pseudomatroids is presented in the end.
© 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The concept of pseudomatroid was introduced by Kabadi [8] and Chandrasekaran
and Kabadi [5] as a nontrivial generalization of the concept of matroid. It is shown in
[8,5] that pseudomatroid provides a significant generalization of various important
aspects of a matroid such as the greedy algorithm, independence axioms, submodular
rank function and polyhedral characterization. The same concept was independently
developed by Bouchet [1] in the name of a 1-matroid and was further studied in
[2,4]. Among the various aspects of pseudomatroid studied in [1,2,4] is the issue
of representability over a given field Q. It is shown in [2] that nonsingular principal
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submatrices of a quasisymmetric matrix over any field correspond to the independent
sets of a pseudomatroid. A complete characterization, in terms of forbidden minors,
of pseudomatroids representable over the binary field by a symmetric matrix is given
in [4].
A related concept introduced in [3] is that of principally unimodular matrices.
These matrices play the same role in pseudomatroid theory as regular matroids
(totally unimodular matrices) in matroid theory. Also, principally unimodular
matrices are important in the study of integer linear complementarity problem as
shown in [6]. Bouchet [3] has given a characterization of principally unimodular
skewsymmetric matrices in terms of principal balancedness, thereby generalizing
the famous result of Ghouila-Houri [7] on totally unimodular matrices.
In view of extending some of these results, we consider here square matrices
which have pseudomatroid property. A necessary and sufficient condition for a mat-
rix to have this property is presented. In connection with this, pseudosymmetric
matrices are defined. They properly include skewsymmetric and quasisymmetric
matrices [4]. We analyze the principal unimodularity and perfect balancedness of
these matrices. Section 2 describes the definitions and notations needed. In Section
3, matrices with pseudomatroid property are characterized. Section 4 deals with
principal unimodularity and perfect balancedness of pseudosymmetric matrices. In
Section 5, pseudomatroids which are not representable over the binary field are
investigated.
2. Notation and definitions
A vector x 2 Zn is said to be even .odd/ if each of its coordinates is an even (odd)
integer. We call x a .0;1/-vector ..1/-vector/ if every entry of x is either 0, C1
or−1 (either +1 or−1). Throughout, we denote by e, the vector with all coordinates
equal to 1. If M is a square matrix of order n, and J is a subset of f1; : : : ; ng, thenMJJ
stands for the principal submatrix of M corresponding to the index set J. Throughout
the paper, we assume that the null matrixM is nonsingular. For an i 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
m Nii denotes the principal submatrix of M obtained by deleting its ith row and ith
column.
Based on [1,5,8], we define a pseudomatroid as follows.
Definition 1. A pseudomatroid is a pair S D .V ;F / of a finite set V D f1; : : : ; ng
and a collection F of subsets of V (called independent sets) satisfying the following
symmetric exchange axiom: For A;B 2 F and x 2 A1B, eitherA1fxg 2 F or there
exists y 2 A1B, such that A1fx; yg 2 F.
Definition 2. A matrixM 2 Rnn is said to have pseudomatroid property if the set
fJ V J  f1; : : : ; ng;MJJ is nonsingularg forms the collection of independent sets
of a pseudomatroid. Equivalently, a matrix M 2 Rnn has pseudomatroid property
iff for any J;K  f1; : : : ; ng such that MJJ and MKK are nonsingular and for any
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i 2 J1K , eitherMJ1fig;J1fig is nonsingular or there exists a j 2 J1K; j =D i, such
that MJ1fi;jg;J1fi;jg is nonsingular.
Let the class of matrices which have pseudomatroid property be denoted by P.
For M 2 Rnn, if MJJ is nonsingular for some J  f1; : : : ; ng, then the mat-
rix A 2 Rnn defined by AJJ D M−1JJ ;AJ NJ D −M−1JJ MJ NJ ;A NJJ D M NJJM−1JJ and
A NJ NJ DM NJ NJ −M NJJM−1JJ MJ NJ is called the principal pivot transform (PPT) of M
with respect to MJJ and A NJ NJ is called the Schur complement of M with respect to
MJJ . Following the concept of minor of a matroid, we call a principal submatrix of
a PPT of M; a principal minor of M . For any diagonal matrix, D, with diagonal
entries 1, the matrix DMD is called a signature transformation of M .
Definition 3. M 2 Rnn is said to be pseudosymmetric, if for any J  f1; : : : ; ng,
for which MJJ is nonsingular (including J being empty), the Schur complement
A D M NJ NJ −M NJJM−1JJ MJ NJ has the property that aji D aij for all indices i and j
of A.
Let C denote the class of pseudosymmetric matrices. Clearly, the classes of sym-
metric, skewsymmetric and quasisymmetric matrices [4] are contained in C. The
following is an example of a pseudosymmetric matrix which does not belong to any
of these classes.
Example 1.
M D
264
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1
0 −1 0 1
0 1 −1 0
375 :
The following notion of perfect balancedness was introduced by Bouchet [3]. An
integral matrix A is said to be row Eulerian if Ae is an even vector.
Definition 4. A .0;1/-matrix M of order n is said to be perfectly balanced if for
every J  f1; : : : ; ng such that MJJ is row Eulerian, there exists a .1/ vector xJ
such thatM:J xJ is a .0;1/-vector.
If a matrix is perfectly balanced, then all its principal submatrices are perfectly
balanced.
Definition 5. Let M 2 Znn: M is said to be:
(a) Principally unimodular if for every J  f1; : : : ; ng; det MJJ D 0; 1; or− 1.
(b) Strongly principally unimodular if for every =D J  K  f1; : : : ; ng, withMKJ
having full column rank, the g.c.d. of determinants of all the submatrices ofMKJ
of orderjJ j is 1.
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(c) Totally principally unimodular if for every  =D J  K  f1; : : : ; ng, with
MKJ having full column rank, there exists K 0  K; jK 0j D jJ j such that
det MK 0J D 1.
A matrix M is said to be nondegenerate if none of its principal submatrices has
zero determinant. For a nondegenerate matrix, total principal unimodularity, strong
principal unimodularity, and principal unimodularity are one and the same. We call
a matrix M to be proper principally unimodular if every proper principal submatrix
of M has determinant either 0, 1 or −1 and jdet Mj > 1.
The following observations are easy to verify.
Observations.
1. If M 2 P.C/, then every principal submatrix of M belongs to P.C/:
2. If M inP.C/, then every PPT of M belongs to P.C/.
3. If M 2 P.C/, then every principal minor of M is in P.C/.
4. If M 2 P.C/ and M is nonsingular, then there exists a diagonal entry of M which
is nonzero or a 2  2 principal submatrix of M which is nonsingular.
5. If M 2 P.C/ the every permutation transformation of M and and signature trans-
formation of M is in P.C/.
3. Pseudomatroid property
In this section, we present a necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix to
belong to the class P. The first result below follows from Observation 2 of the earlier
section.
Lemma 1. Let M 2 Znn: M 2 P if and only if every PPT A of M satisfies the
following. For any J  f1; : : : ; ng with AJJ nonsingular and for any i 2 J; either
AJ nfig;J nfig is nonsingular or 9j 2 J; j =D i; such thatAJ nfi;j;gJ nfi;jg is nonsingular.
Theorem 1. LetM 2 Rnn: M 2 P if and only if it does not have a principal minor
A 2 Rkk; k > 3 such that
(i) A is nonsingular and
(ii) 9i 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that A Nii is strictly lower triangular; up to a permutation
transformation.
Proof. A matrix A of the type mentioned in (i) and (ii) cannot belong to P. Hence,
by Observation 3 of the earlier section, the ‘only if’ part follows.
To prove the ‘if’ part, let M 2 Rnn be a principal-minor-minimal matrix not in
P (i.e. M is not in P but every strict principal minor of M is in P). Then, by Lemma
1, there exists a PPT, A, of M and an i 2 J  f1; : : : ; ng such that AJJ is nonsingu-
lar, AJ nfig;J nfig is singular and for every j 2 J; j =D i; AJ nfi;jg;J nfi;jg is singular. By
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minimality of M, it follows that J D f1; : : : ; ng (and hence M is nonsingular). Let
i D 1 and L D f2; : : : ; ng.
If there exists  =D K  L such that AKK is nonsingular, then we note that jKj 6
.n− 3/. Let U D f1; : : : ; ngnK and V D Unf1g. Let NA be the Schur complement of
A with respect to AKK . From the fact that M is nonsingular and by the choice of i,
it follows that NA is nonsingular, NAV;V is singular and for any j 2 V; NAV nfjg;V nfjg is
singular. Thus, NA does not belong to P, thereby contradicting the choice ofM:
Hence, all principal submatricesAKK of A, forK  L are singular. It now follows
that, after a permutation transformation, NA Nii is strictly lower triangular. This proves
the result. 
As a corollary, we get the following generalization of a result of Bouchet [2].
Corollary 1. C  P.
Proof. From Observation 3, for any M 2 C, all principal minors of M belong to C.
If M =2 P, then it has a principal minor A satisfying (i) and (ii) stated in Theorem 1.
But such a matrix A does not belong to C and this implies that M =2 C. This proves
the result. 
4. Pseudosymmetry and principal unimodularity
In this section, we shall characterize principal unimodularity of pseudosymmetric
matrices. At first, we have the following result.
Theorem 2. Let 2 Znn \ C: M is principally unimodular if and only if M is
totally principally unimodular.
Proof. From the definition, it follows that any totally principally unimodular matrix
is principally unimodular.
To prove the converse, let M 2 Znn \ C be principally unimodular. Then, M
is a .0;1/-matrix. (This follows from the fact that all diagonal entries of M are 0
or 1 or −1 and all 2 2 principal submatrices of M have determinant of 0 or 1 or
−1.) Let for some J  K  f1; : : : ; ng;MJJ be singular andMKJ have full column
rank. We have the following cases:
Case (i): MJJ D 0: In this case, we claim that for any K 0  KnJ and J 0  J ,
such that jK 0j D jJ 0j; if MK 0J 0 is nonsingular, then MJ 0K 0 is nonsingular. To prove
our claim, let us consider the principal submatrix corresponding to the index set
J 0 [K 0 V
0 MJ 0K 0
MK 0J 0 MK 0K 0

: (1)
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As det MK 0J 0 =D 0; 9i 2 K 0 and j 2 J 0 such that mij =D 0. Since M 2 C;mji
=D 0. Let A be the PPT of M with respect to the principal submatrix indexed by
fi; j g. Now, A 2 C. The principal submatrix of A corresponding to the row index set
OJ [ OK; where OJ D J 0nfj g and OK D K 0nfig is of the form
0 A OJ OK
A OK OJ A OK OK

;
where A OK OJ is nonsingular and jdet A OJ OK j D jdet MJ 0K 0 j. This implies that there
exists an r 2 OK, and s 2 OJ such that ars =D 0. Since A 2 C, asr =D 0, and we can
consider a PPT of A with respect to the index set fr; sg. Repeating this process, we
arrive at the fact that MJ 0K 0 is nonsingular. This proves our claim.
The above claim together with the principal unimodularity of M imply that the
matrixMKJ is totally unimodular. As the columns ofMKJ are linearly independent,
there exists an L  K; jLj D jJ j such that detMLJ D 1.
Case (ii): MJJ =D 0: Let MLL be a maximal nonsingular principal submatrix
of MJJ for some L  J . Let A be the PPT of M with respect to MLL. Let J 0 D
JnL and K 0 D KnL. The columns of AK 0J 0 are linearly independent. By the
maximality of L;AJ 0J 0 has all principal submatrices singular. By pseudosymmetry
of A;AJ 0J 0 D 0. M being principally unimodular implies A is principally unimodu-
lar; using Case (i), AJ 0J 0 D 0 leads to the fact that AK 0J 0 is totally unimodular. Let
V  K 0; jV j D jJ 0j be such that detAVJ 0 D 1. Since detAL;L D detML;L D 1,
it follows that det AVJ 0 D det MV[L;J D 1. This proves the result. 
The next few results provide characterizations of principally unimodular matrices
in C.
Theorem 3. A matrix M 2 Rnn \ C is principally unimodular if and only if M is
a .0;1/-matrix and M .after a permutation transformation or signature transform-
ation if necessary/ does not have any one of the following matrices as its principal
minorV
1 1
−1 1

"−1 1 1
1 −1 1
1 1 −1
#" 0 1 1
1 −1 1
0 1 −1
#" 0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 −1
#" 0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
#"−1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 −1
#
(2)264
0 1 1 −1
1 0 1 1
−1 1 0 1
1 1 −1 0
375
264
0 1 0 −1
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
1 1 −1 0
375
264
0 0 1 −1
0 0 1 1
−1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
375
(3)
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Proof. Necessity: If M is pseudosymmetric and principally unimodular, then it is
clear that M is a .0;1/-matrix. Since none of the above matrices is principally
unimodular, the result follows from Observations 3 and 5 in Section 2.
Sufficiency: Let us consider a pseudosymmetric, principal-minor-minimal non-
principally unimodular .0;1/-matrix M. Let M be a n n matrix. If n 6 4, the
claim can be easily verified by enumeration.
Suppose n > 4. By minimality of M;M is proper principally unimodular.
By pseudosymmetry, 9J  f1; : : : ; ng, such that
jJ j D 1 or 2; MJJ D 1 or

0 1
1 0

:
In either case, let A NJ NJ be the Schur complement of M with respect to J. Then,
A NJ NJ is a pseudosymmetric, nonprincipally unimodular, .0;1/-principal minor of
M of order .n− 1/ or .n− 2/ contradicting the minimality of M. This completes the
proof. 
Corollary 2. A pseudosymmetric; .0;1/-matrix M is principally unimodular if
and only if M does not have a principal minor of determinant2;3;4 or  9:
The next two theorems generalize a result of Bouchet [3].
Theorem 4. Let M 2 Znn \ C. If M is principally unimodular; then M is perfectly
balanced.
Proof. For n D 2, this result can be easily verified. Suppose the result is true for
matrices of order .k − 1/ or smaller, for some k > 3. Let M 2 Zkk \ C be a prin-
cipally unimodular matrix. Then M is a .0;1/-matrix. Suppose M is not perfectly
balanced. This implies that there exists a J  f1; : : : ; kg such that MJJ is row Eu-
lerian and there does not exist a .1/-vector xJ such thatM:J xJ is a .0;1/-vector.
Among principally unimodular matrices in Znn \ C of order k which is not per-
fectly balanced and a subset of f1; : : : ; kg, let M and J respectively be so chosen
that jJ j is the smallest. Clearly, jJ j > 2. If MJJ D 0, from Case (i) in the proof of
Theorem 1, it follows that M NJJ is totally unimodular. Using Ghouila-Houri’s result
[7], there exists a vector xJ of .1/-coordinates such thatM:J xJ is a .0;1/-vector.
But this will contradict our assumption, and hence MJJ =D 0. Since MJJ 2 C;MJJ
has either a diagonal entry 1 or a principal submatrix of the form
0 1
1 0

:
Supposemii =D 0 for some i 2 J . Let A be the PPT of M with respect tomii . Then
A is a .0;1/, principally unimodular and pseudosymmetric matrix. For L D Jnfig,
it can be seen that ALL is row Eulerian. Hence, by minimality of jJ j, there exists
a .1/-vector yL such that A:LyL is a vector of .0;1/-coordinates. In particu-
lar, AiLyL DMiLyL D 1. By defining zL D yL and zi D −miiMiLyL, we have
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MiJ zJ D 0 and, for j 2 f1; : : : ; ng; j =D i;MjJ zJ D AjLyL D 0;1. This contra-
dicts the hypothesis.
If MJJ has all diagonal entries zero, then by considering the PPT A of M with
respect to a principal submatrix of the form
0 1
1 0

of MJJ and using similar arguments as above, we arrive at a contradiction. This
completes the proof. 
The converse of the above theorem holds good, except for the deletion of a certain
principal minor.
Theorem 5. Let n > 3 and let M 2 Znn \ C be perfectly balanced. If M .after a
permutation transformation or signature transformation if necessary/ does not have
the matrix" 0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 −1
#
(4)
as its principal minor, then M is principally unimodular.
In order to prove this theorem, we require the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Let M 2 Znn; n > 4; be a perfectly balanced; proper principally un-
imodular matrix. If MJJ D T1U or
0 1
1 0

;
for some index set J  f1; : : : ; ng of cardinality 1 or 2; then the Schur complement
A D M NJ NJ −M NJJM−1JJ MJ NJ is perfectly balanced.
Proof. Since M is proper principally unimodular, A is a .0;1/-matrix.
Let jJ j D 1. Without losses of generality, let J D f1g. Let A be the Schur com-
plement of M with respect to MJJ , with the row index set f2; : : : ; ng.
Suppose forK  f2; : : : ; ng; AKK is row Eulerian. Then it can be seen that for either
L D K or L D f1g [K;MLL is row Eulerian. This implies that there exists a .1/-
vector xL such that M:LxL is a .0;1/-vector. Since M1LxL D 0; we have, for
i 2 f2; : : : ; ng; AiKxK D .MiLx m11M1L/xL D MiLxL D 0 or  1.
Consider the case when jJ j D 2. Without loss of generality, let J D f1; 2g and M
be partitioned as
M D
" 0 1 bt
1 0 ct
d f D
#
:
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Then, the Schur complement A is given by A D D  dct  f bt . Let the row index
of A be f3; : : : ; ng.
Suppose for K  f3; : : : ; ng; AKK is row Eulerian. If btKetK and ctKetK are either
both even or both odd, then it can respectively be seen that for L D K or L D
f1; 2g [K;MLL is row Eulerian. If btKetK odd and ctKetK is even, for L D f2g [
K;MLL is row Eulerian. Else, for L D f1g [K;MLL is row Eulerian. In each of
these cases, since M is perfectly balanced, we can find a .1/-vector xL such that
MLLxL is a .0;1/-vector. In particular, M1LxL D M2LxL D 0. This implies that
for i 2 f3; : : : ; ng; AiKxK D MiLxL D 0 or  1. This concludes that A is perfectly
balanced. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let us consider a principal-minor-minimal perfectly balanced,
nonprincipally unimodular matrix M in Znn \ C. By minimality, M is proper prin-
cipally unimodular. If n 6 4, the result can be verified by direct enumeration. For
n > 4, by pseudosymmetry, 9J  f1; : : : ; ng; jJ j D 1 or 2;MJJ D T1U or
0 1
1 0

:
Let A to be the Schur complement of M with respect to MJJ . Then, by the previ-
ous lemma, A is a perfectly balanced, pseudosymmetric, nonprincipally unimodular
matrix of order .n− 1/ or .n− 2/. This contradicts minimality of M. 
5. Nonbinary pseudomatroids
Bouchet and Duchamp [4] considered representability of pseudomatroids by sym-
metric binary matrices. For any matrixM 2 Znn, let F.M/ D fJ V J  f1; : : : ; ng;
MJJ is nonsingularg. Then according to [4], a pseudomatroid S D .V ;F / is said
to be binary, if there exists a symmetric binary matrix M of order jV j such that
F D F.M/.
For any x 2 V , the pairs Snx D .V − fxg;Fnx/ and S=x D .V − fxg;F=x/
are called the elementary minors of S at x, where F=x D fF V F  V − fxg;
F 2 F g and F=x D fF V F  V − fxg; F [ fxg 2 F g. A pseudomatroid S which
has no representation over a given field Q is said to be minimal with this property,
if every elementary minor of S is representable over Q.
It has been observed by Bouchet and Duchamp [4] that the following are the
minimal nonbinary pseudomatroids. S1; S2; S3 are defined on V D f1; 2; 3g and S4
and S5 are defined on V D f1; 2; 3; 4g.
1: F1 D f; f1; 2g; f2; 3g; f3; 1g; f1; 2; 3gg;
2: F2 D f; f1g; f2g; f3g; f1; 2g; f2; 3g; f3; 1gg;
3: F3 D f; f2g; f3g; f1; 3g; f1; 2g; f1; 2; 3gg;
4: F4 D f; f1; 2g; f1; 3g; f1; 4g; f2; 3g; f2; 4g; f3; 4gg;
5: F5 D f; f1; 2g; f2; 3g; f3; 4g; f4; 1g; f1; 2; 3; 4gg:
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We consider representability of a pseudomatroid over a binary field by any binary
matrix, not necessarily symmetric. Thus, we shall say that S D .V ;F / is a binary
pseudomatroid if there exists a binary matrix M of order jV j such that F D F.M/. As
before, we call S minimal nonbinary if S is nonbinary and every elementary minor
of S is binary.
Now, it is easy to see that the pseudomatroid S2, mentioned above has a repres-
entation given by the binary matrix
M D
" 1 0 1
1 1 0
0 1 1
#
:
Representation of a pseudomatroid by a binary matrix need not be unique. This
makes the task of fully characterizing binary pseudomatroids difficult. We present a
partial result in this direction. In particular, we shall show, in contrast to the char-
acterizations of excluded minors known in matroid theory [9], where the number of
such minors is finite, that the number of minimal nonbinary pseudomatroids is not
finite.
Theorem 6. Let V D f1; : : : ; n; g; where n > 3 is odd. Let F be the collection of
all subsets of V; except for f1; : : : ; n− 1g and fng. Then S D .V ;F / is a minimal
nonbinary pseudomatroid.
Proof. It is easy to verify that S is a pseudomatroid. If possible, let S be represented
by a binary matrix M. Then M must be of the form
M D
2664
1
A
:::
1
1    1 0
3775 ;
where A is of order .n− 1/ by .n− 1/. Since A is singular and all principal minors
of A are nonsingular, Ae D 0 mod 2. As n is odd, this implies then, that M:J eJ D
0 mod 2, for J D f1; : : : ; n− 1g. This contradicts the hypothesis that f1; : : : ; ng 2 F.
Hence, S is not binary.
To prove that S is minimal nonbinary, consider the following matrix M of order n:
M D
26666664
1 1 0    0 0 1
0 1 1    0 0 1
:::
0 0 0    1 1 1
1 0 0    0 1 1
1 1 1    1 1 0
37777775 : (5)
We need to prove that the elementary minors of S are binary. It can be easily
verified that an appropriate principal submatrix of M in (5) represents Sni for any
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i 2 V . Consider the elementary minor S=i. If 1 6 i 6 n− 1;F=i consists of all sub-
sets of V − fig, except the set f1; : : : ; i − 1; i C 1; : : : ; n− 1g. Now, .S=i/1fng D
.V − fig;F1fng/ is an equivalent pseudomatroid, which can be represented by the
principal submatrix M Nn Nn of M in (5) (after a suitable renumbering of its indices).
If i D n, then in the elementary minor S=n D .V − fng;F=n/;F=n has all subsets
of V − fng, except . We again note that the equivalent pseudomatroid
.S=n/1f1; : : : ; n− 1g, has a binary representation given by M Nn Nn. This concludes
that S is a minimal nonbinary pseudomatroid. 
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